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In Drama we are focusing on exploring skills needed for the GCSE course. This week, watch the National Theatre's Treasure Island available on YouTube. The trailer is here and I will post the 
full link on Friday morning.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wuCkgL_44s    The show is a couple of hours long but you must watch atleast 45minutes of it. There will be some work 
to complete afterwards either a written review, costume/stage design or performance task which you can choose. 

Year 9s topic in Music this half term is 'Music Explorers - Listening Project', where you will be exploring a variety of different genres of music and trying to gain some experience and 
knowledge about what is involved for each genre. There are two different booklets available, one for those considering GCSE AQA Music and one for those considering RockSchool Music 
and anyone else in the class (I will set the booklets for you, but if you think you have the wrong one please let me know). You will be completing all of your work in the Teams Assignments 
area (where you will find more details), but this task should take roughly 1 hour to complete, you then should use your final 20 minutes of the lesson to complete one of the extension 
tasks (detailed on page 5 of the document). Your work should be submitted by Monday the 20th April to the Assignments area and I will be providing feedback by the time you have your 
next lesson. There will be a group chat at 10:15am to make sure you all understand what you have to do and can ask any questions. I will also be available on chat during your lesson time 
(Friday 10-12) and also my twilight session (Wednesday 4pm-6pm).

Open Assignment in TEAMS. ME & MY WORLD The Space Around You. Look around your house. What do you or your family members have a collection of? Try and find at least 4 of the 
‘same thing’. Pot plants? A drawer full of keys? Fridge magnets? Biscuits? Make a line drawing using pen or pencil of the four items you have selected. Focus on all the small details and 
lines. Spend about 40 minutes on this. Set up a still life of a pair of shoes you can find in your house, and use pencil to make a drawing. OR If you would rather do a guided drawing and 
have access to a printer, print out the worksheet. Draw what you see into each square. Spend about 1hr to 1 and a half hours on this task. We are available for feedback and guidance on 
Friday afternoon 1-3pm. work is due in by the following Friday morning. Feedback and marking will be given throughout Fridays sessions            

Subjects

Topic Ecology. this is a topic which will stand alone and will lend itself to practical investigations in  your own garden. The lesson will be scheduled to start from Tuesday afternoon.

No scheduled lesson this week.

We will be continuing our look at World War I. We will be focusing on the reasons why men signed up to fight and the experiences of the soldiers at the front.

I will set up a team meeting at 10:15 on Thursday morning to make sure you have found all the information about what you are required to do and that you understand the tasks. You 
only need to click 'join' on the meeting a few minutes before the meeting time. Don't worry if you can't join in I will be available on message chat or on the team conversation if you need 
help. We are going to make a holiday scrapbook over the next couple of weeks. You will be set an assignment in each of our sessions and will need to use your Classwork notebook and 
Powerpoint. You will need your exercise books and sentence builders which we have used so far. You will be using the past, present and future tenses. This is very much a 'gathering 
together' of what we have done over the last 2 terms. There will also be an assignment set on Language Gym for you to practise a grammar rule. On Tuesday evening I will probably try to 
set up a Language gym live game. Watch out for a message on the class chat! I will expect to see your class notebook work by Friday18th April so that I can mark that and give you the next 
task to complete before next weeks session.

No session this week but if you are able to get hold of any Cadbury's chocolate wrappers (bars, cake bars, drinks etc.), it would be useful. Don't worry if you can't.

We are meeting for an online tutorial on Thursday at 11am. There, we will chat a bit, go over the tasks for the week (We will talk about films and books, and revise prepositions and the 
dative case) and read a few pages of “Café in Berlin”. So please have your printouts of “Café in Berlin” ready, as well as your Zoom books. All tasks will be explained in detail under 
“Assignments”. Please hand in all your work into assignments by Tuesday, 1pm. I will have it marked by Wednesday 6pm. 

We are starting a new project the files are in assignments. I would like you to read the task introduction and then complete the research task. The research task will take two weeks and is 
due to be completed by Friday 24th April. I have scheduled a questions and answers sessions at 10:30 which will allow you half an hour to read the task and have a think before we speak.

No session this week - we are timetabled for Tuesdays.

9Jenner: The topic is Waves and Communications. Download instructions which link to an introductory video with some wave experiments. TASK 1 is a page of questions about the 
experiments in the video (time allocated: 40 mins). TASK 2 is instructions to make a ripple tank to make observations (Time allocated: 40mins). Deadline for completion is next Monday. 
Any questions outside of that, just send them in via team chat. 9Curie: Since your session is on Mondays, these will be your tasks for next week. Our online chat sessions are normally 
Tuesdays 2.30pm for up to 30 mins starting next week.

Skills Check. Continued work on reciprocals and converting fractions to recurring decimals and vice versa. Use of calculator essential.

Week Commencing 13/04/2020

No session this week - we are timetabled for Tuesdays.

No session this week - we are timetabled for Tuesdays.

This week there is a skills check to complete, a task on blutick and some work on percentages. All instructions are in assignments and I will go through the tasks on Wed morning during 
our group chat that you are all invited to.

No session this week - we are timetabled for Tuesdays.


